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Gleanings from the Guest Book
,The la~t entry in our old guest register, a
promlnent flxture on the desk in the reception room,
was made after a hundred and eleven years, on December
10th, 1990, when Alan Vogeler brought a visitor.
Before the register is retired to the Club archives I
believe it might be appropriate for the historian t~
give a brief resume of some of the intriguing facets of
Club activity the venerable old book reveals.
Despite a few scuffs on the spine from over a
century of use, the book itself is a handsome, leatherbound volume. It includes 204 pages and 4,896 entries.
The first was on June 21st 1879, when William Howard
Taft, later President and Chief Justice of the united
States, brought Howard C. Hollister as a guest. While
it consists almost entirely of bare-bone names and
dates, it provides some rather interesting insights,
not available elsewhere, of what was going on in the
Club between the time Taft penned his name in 1879 and
when Alan's guest signed in in 1990. It also gives clues for further search for details in the minutes and
contemporary newspapers.
You may be surprised to learn, for instance, that
116 guests who signed the book were women. Three
special Ladies Nights were held in the late 1890's.
The fourth, which many of you remember, was an
afternoon affair on October 27th 1974 in connection
with our 125th anniversary celebration. Despite the
fact that none of these female invasions happened on
regular meeting nights, those in the 1890's at least,
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caused some rumblings of discontent in the Cl b

A~parentl~ the,members sUffered such shock fr~m'the

flrst Ladles Nlght on January 13 th 1897 th t th
bo k '
ttl
'
,
a
e guest
o lS a ~ a blank, Wlth no entries at all for over
a year~ untll the next special Ladies Night on the 12th
of Aprll 1898.

T~e Ladies Night of
898 came close to not
happenlng at all. Referr ' g t o the minutes there was
a heated discuss ion abo
it at the regular' business
meeting of April 9th.
arently, sometime in March
six members had s ub '
a request to the Board of '
Management "to ca ll a
ial meeting for the n i ght of
Tuesday, April 12th f
e purpose of entertaining the
lady friends of the C
The Trustees made
arrangements and a fo
report to the Board of what
they had done, whic
e
ard accepted and approved.
It also voted to regard ~die s Night as a special
meeting and to r efer '
acti on to the Club for
ratification." But
scheme didn't fly as smoothly
as the Board expe
en president Charles Greve
explained the c ir
ces to the Club, (it was
probably the f irst
nany of the members heard about
the plan), and after erbert Jenney dutifully moved to
ratify the act ion 0
e Board, one of those delightful
Li terary Club teapo
pests swirled into action. We
should have more of
Charles Wilby immediately
rose and objected to
e Board's action as
unconstitutiona l
a diversion of funds.
Francis
Oldham took the gro
that nobody had a right to
invite the lady friends of the Club to a meeting. The
Board could not do it because they (the ladies) were
not "distinguished ' literature or any of the fine
arts" (as ca lled for in Art icle V section 1 of the
constitution ), and eDbers could not invite anyone to
a called meet ing, T e Club could not, he argues, do as
a Club what t h e members we r e not allowed to do. Oldham
didn't remember that at lea st one of the women who
attended the ' 97 Ladies Night would have qualified
under Art i cle V section l --Dixie Seldon, who was an
artist of recognized me ri t. The bantering went on
vociferously f or s ome t ime, but the measure was finally
ratified by a fa i r ma r g in . The general opinion was
that the Club had a r i ght to do anything within its
scope which was not f orbidden by the constitution.
Beside that, the party was only four days off,
arrangements had been made and the lady friends already
had been invited. By April 1899, when the third
nineteenth century Ladies Night was held, only eight
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attended.
I don't think the ladies liked the idea any
more than the members.
They enjoyed their vicarious
illusions of what goes on here much more than reality.
We've had guests from all six continents, thirtysix different countries, several each from England,
France and Germany, and from forty-three of the fifty
states and a number from the District of Columbia.
strangely, since the world was represented otherwise so
thoroughly, there were no visitors from Alaska, Idaho,
Mississippi, Nevada, oregon, or the Dakotas.
Some of
those blanks might have been filled if the register had
been kept more conscientiously. Many guests failed to
sign the book, probably because it wasn't suggested to
them. There are lapses, often for weeks at a time,
with no entries at all. We no doubt missed a number of
good people who should have autographed the guest book.
Booker T. washington did not sign the book, for
instance, but according to the minutes, he not only
attended the regular meeting of November 14, 1896, but
"made a short speech telling of the condition of the
negroes and what he was doing at Tuskegee to make them
independent industrially." It would enhance the book
to have his signature included. There was a lapse of
over a year from December 15, 1929 to February 9, 1931.
Only one guest signed in 1931, followed by a gap of
almost three years to December 1934.
Desp~te ~ts minor deficiencies, the old register
a fasclnatlng book, a treasure trove of abbreviated
Club lore.
In addition to Booker T. Washington who
isn't in the book, a number of other nationally' and
i nternationally renowned guests are. Moncure Conway a
d istinguished author of his day, best known for his'
t wo-volume Life of Thomas Paine, was here on October 2,
1880. W~l~er Darnrosch, who reached great heights in
usic, vlslted the Club on February 14 1885 while he
was in Cincinnati with his opera compa~y.'
-

,

1S

Samuel Clemens was a guest at the meeting of
J anuary 3, 1885 with his,friend and associate, George
W: Cable. The spartan mInutes for that meeting record
slmply that, "Remarks were made by Mark Twain and
e orge Cable" as if it might have been a regular
c currence.
The two authors had been in town for two
ay s of lectures and readings.
They played to full
ous 7s and enthusiastic, appreciative audiences. An
Enqulrer reporter of the day described in more detail
h at they must have been like when they were guests at
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the Club.
"(Cable) is small, dapper and so slight that
his dress suit clings rather than fits his frame.
He
has a colorless face encircled with an abundance of
dark hair and a long, pointed beard suggestive of cheap
stage make-up for t he vi lain 's part, hardly in keeping
with his talent and ca ing. He had the look of an
overworked student who
s cultivating brain at the
expense of physique .
t
h en he read, his words were
delivered with a dr
t ' e effect so thrilling as to
send cold chills thro
every listener."
, gestureless, with a shock of
iron gray hair and a eep y fur rowed, tired face.
His
voice has a thorough y
-East , nasal tone, f lowing
with the steadiness of
brook in words that, though
scarcely separated, are perfect ly distinct and rich in
their delicious dro
The Amherst Glee ,
and Mandolin Clubs were
guests of william S~~on
the meeting of March 30th
1895. According to
' utes, "they came in after
their concert at the
and entertained those
present with ha lf a ozen college songs."
Thanks to his perceptive, eagle eye, Norman Levy
discovered Oscar wi e ' s autograph in the old book.
Wilde was a guest a
e meeting of June 10, 1882 after
having given a lect e at one of the theaters in town.
The Club minutes read , Mr . Wilde was called upon and
addressed the Club' easy style, recounting some of
his experience dur ' g his lecture tour of the West." A
reporter gave a rather biting but more colorful
description in the Cinci nnati Daily Gazette of June
12th 1882. since ilde probably carne to the Club
directly from one of his l ectures, it may describe his
appearance quite accurately.
"He (Wilde) appeared in
aesthetic costume - knee breeches, ruffles and all. He
looked very languished, but certainly not very
graceful. One hand was encased in a yellow kid glove,
its mate being artistically folded and held in the
other hand, thus allowing the display of a ring, the
merit of which seemed to be its enormous size. While
gazing with divine abstract i on up at the center of the
ceiling and gr inding out hi s entranced rhapsodies, he
kept time to the monotonous jingle of his emphasis by
gently fumbling and beat ing the air with a massive
watch charm which dangled on a black ribbon from his
fob.
-- He has a singsong style with its emphasis as
reqular a s thQ
o£ a
___
___
-_ • . ..•• sw~ncr

~l~~k

~~1
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without regard to the sense. Some of his sentences
appear to have neither beginning nor end. He's all
commas and no periods."
Many of you remember Eslie Asbury brought Alex
Haley to the meeting of September 17th 1974.
Unfortunately, he arrived after the paper and some of
the members had left. He signed the guest book and,
with a plate of food and a glass of water, sat at the
round table at the rear of the reading room and chatted
with us amiably about Roots, The Autobiography of
Malcom X and a new book he was writing then about his
small hometown in Tennessee. He told us how his
literary career began in the Coast Guard when he
learned he could make money by writing love-letters for
less articulate shipmates.
Besides bare names and dates, a few added
inscriptions are included in the book. Henry Howe, a
renowned historian of his day, who had been elected to
the Club in 1857, came back to visit thirty years
later.
In the tiniest handwritten script I've ever
seen (I measured it. The lower case letters are only a
half millimeter high), he signed the book and added
this message:
"I was born in New Haven, Conn. Oct. 11,
1816 - came to Cincinnati in 1847 - remained here
thirty years - am now residing in Columbus, and now on
Nov. 29, 1887 write this without glasses. Long live
this dear old club."
On October 27, 1941, Dr. Derrick Vail, Jr. brought
his son, Derrick I I I as a guest. World War I I was
raging in Europe and young Vail was on his way to
England with the Royal Canadian Air Force. Less than
four months later, someone inscribed over his name in
the book, "Killed in action - Feb. 22, 1942."
When Robert Frost was here at the meeting of April
4 , ,1960, th7 guest of his friend and Vermont summer

n 71ghbor, ,Vlctor Reichert, Frost wrote these lines over
h l.S name ln the book:
"I never dared be radical when
y oung, for fear it would make me conservative when
old."
The , signatu:es themselves, in the old book, would
Most are legible.
Some
ll. k e the tlght plcket fence of vertical lines penned in
red by one guest, are impossible to decipher. A few
are in flowing Spencerian script. One or two, like the
~k e an l.n~erest7ng study.
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signature of Cornelius H. Hauck, are as precise as
steel engraving. S ' ze ise they range from the
minuscule script of Henry Howe to the generous flair of
our good friend, Mi 0 Beran with capitals an inch and a
quarter high that take
over three lines in the book.
To round out
~ief report on the old book,
hosts should be ment e
as well as guests.
It
appears that a few uc~~s brought no guests at all.
William Howard Taft
t two. Henry Farny and
Lawrence Carr a ha lf
each. The frequent hosts
were Wm. Henry Davis ,
, Al exander Hill, who obviously
had an interesting
- ide acquaintance, brought 48
guests including Mar
. and Oscar Wilde.
George
Stimson had 50 que
the book, Charlie Wilby 56
and Eslie Asbury , 6 .
e all-time record guest to our
good friend, Bob Hi
0 hosted a grand total of 514
guest-visits, over
cent of the 4896 entries in
the 111 year-old
~ the men Bob invited, several
came a number of t "
irty-nine of his guests
eventually were e l
embership, many of them
among the most 10
·clubable" on the roster. We
owe Bob a debt of e for keeping the membership
at near full str
good people.
A final int~
exercise with the book
for you who enj oy
ith records, as I do, is to
trace the genea l
_~e ssion of membership, like
a list of biblica
For instance, I was brought
as a guest by ste
i n October 1964~ starr was
brought by Ernie
October 1961. Miller was
brought by Car l
y 19 49.
vitz was brought by
Chalmers Hadley .
194 5.
Hadley was brought by
James Albert Green
ecber 1924. Green was brought
by Charlie wi lby "
r 1901 and Charlie Wilby was
elected, before the
began, in January 1871. I
suppose I can 100
arli e wilby, whose portrait is
watching us fro
e back wall, as my great, great,
great, great Club grand£ather. Sometime, with more
diligent search of the records, I may be able to
reverse beget all the way back to one of the founders
in 1849.

So now the old register will be stored in the
vault, an important treasure in our archives. I hope
the few loose leaves can be repaired, the binding
refurbished and a suitable slipcase made for it. If
there is a moral to this little paper it is this:
Let's avoid lapses. When you bring a guest, have him
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,
't h'm to the bar or
sign the book before you ~nv~ e ~olume Two of the
introduce,him to ,members. T~:~ter than the first.
guest reg~ster wlll be even
John Diehl

2

Remarks on the One Hundre

d F

or
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Second Anniversar

Welcome to the One Hundred Forty-Second
,
ar of the Literary Club. On behalf of the
~~~v~r:hO~1d 1ike to thank our esteemed Tre~surer,
Geor e Rieveschl, for his selection of ~he Wlnes for
our ~anquet, and one of our former ~res1dents, Charles
Robertson for providing the after-d~nner,cognac.
similarly, I must extend the Club's gr~t7tude to our
senior Trustee Herb Curry, for supervls1ng and
arranging our Anniversary Dinner.
It is also fitting
that we acknowledge to our faithful Steward, Giovanni
Ranieri, and his staff our grateful thanks for his many
efforts on our behalf, and in particular for the
delightful repast prepared for us tonight.
I also should like to reiterate certain remarks I
made at the initial September meeting of my personal
feelings of gratitude to the members of the Literary
Club for granting me the privilege to serve as your
President and for the honor of being elected to the
"highest office of the land", a privilege and an honor
I cherish above all others.

We shall begin tonight with a brief report from our conservator, Jim Alexander, to summarize the
accomplishments in the past year towards the renovation
of our Club House.
Speaking on behalf of all of us, the Literary Club
extends to Jim Alexander and his able confederate, John
Diehl, our heartfelt thanks and admiration for the
t remendous efforts and skill they put forth to bring
about the splendid results we are beginning to
appreciate tonight, and I invite your verbal
approbation at this time to them.
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Next, I call upon John Diehl, in his official
capacity as our Historian, to give us the traditional
historical report on this anniversary.
The Chair recogn izes you, John, and thanks you for
another delightful addition to our historical lore.
We are indeed privileged to be members of this
association of our peers and to be the beneficiaries o f
the many years of camaraderie that have provided us
with so many great memories, our hallowed traditions,
our intangible esprit de corps and not the least, our
tangible Club Hous e.
e are also privileged to have
been able to come thro gh some rather troubled and
schismatic times in the past few years, scathed perhaps
but not mortally so , . aired certainly but not more
than temporarily, such that it is my earnest hope we
have emerged more stro gly bonded than before, and
members the better for it.
That this is so, and I dearly believe it to be so,
much of the credit ust redound to the devoted efforts
of our last two Presidents. Jim Elder was confronted
by a schism amongst
e membership divided over the
results of an election, and by irreconcilable
differences of opinion with a beloved Conservator, in
which difficu lt position he maintained a neutrality of
behavior wh ich lessened the severity of the conflicting
ideas. Our immediate Past President, Dick Vilter,
guided our Ship of state with a calm and steady hand
ultimately br inging about a peaceful if not wholly
approved change in our constitution, and a very
felicitous trans ition in the office of Conservator,
with a most successful completion of Phase I of the
renovation of our eeting place. I invite your
expression of our gratitude to Jim Elder and Dick
Vilter at t his time.
It is now incumbent upon me to bring my
presidentia l thoughts to the Literati of Cincinnati on
the occasion of this celebration, and I have chosen to
call them:
THE AMENITIES OF COMING WITH A PAPER

Several members in the past few years have asked
me questions which seem to reveal a need for more
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information to be disseminated to the members,
particularly those of more recent vintage, about the
Club the manner in which it functions, the
expe~tations of the older members, the anticipations of
the newer members, the nature of the budget box in the
main hallway, and other arcane matters including the
hoary traditions of the Club and the "unwritten"
stipulations which are presumed to guide us in the
preparation of our papers. Our members in 1973 were
pleasantly surprised to receive from then President
Victor E. Reichert a copy of Bill Werner's classic 1965
Presidential paper, "What'll They Expect?" I had been
a member for four years at that time but I assure you
that I learned an enormous amount from that paper,
which I doubt I could have picked up in fifty years of
untutored membership. It contains so much lore, so
much wisdom, so much humor, and so much down-to-earth
common sense that I intend to follow the good rabbi's
example and provide later in the year copies for all
our ~embership to have and to read and (one hopes) to
cherlsh,as much as I have.
In addition, following a
suggestlon from Ed Merkel, there will be other papers
of similar great value taken from the "Vice President's
Book" which will be edited and brought together for the
benefit of all.
I cannot presume to emUlate Bill Werner, but I
shall try to bring a few additions, emendations, and
extrapolations which may serve to instruct, please, and
even amuse you. What are the unwritten stipUlations of
the Club? Or are there really any? Are they cast in
bronze or writ in sand? You may ask, "Do I really need
them?" Naturally, I shall let you decide. When I came
to think about this matter, I was surprised to find
that I could come up with many more examples of timehonored common usage than I would ever have predicted.
To start with the obvious, we are a Literary Club,
which by definition means our work should be (1) of, -or
relating to, or dealing with literature, (2) employing
a literary style, chiefly in writing rather than
speaking. Literature itself is characterized as (1) a
body of writing in prose or verse, (2) imaginative or
creative writing, and (3) the art or occupation of a
literary writer. Thus, it seems clear that we are
expected to attempt, within our abilities, to write not
just a dryas dust factual report but a body of
"imagination or creative writing" involving those
facts, whether real or fictional, in what we sense is a
"literary style". A free rein of subject selection has
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always been permitted ithin this framework, and indeed
encouraged, altho gh
ere a re as we shall see some
restraints which h ae
e t o be observed with time.
The hiatus in the C
eetings during the War
between the states a
certainly came about because
of the recognition
e i ntensity of the feelings
between the prot a g o .
of the North and of the South
in this City of t he ~~~- i x on Line would lead to such
acrimonious strife as
estroy the Club. As a
consequence, altho
. i c s, theology, business, the
law, medicine, murder
eft, infidelity, morality,
minority rights, ~~~.~~ ~i ts, or ethnic differences
may be discussed, i
en predicated that this
podium should not be
as a Political Forum, or a
Religious pulpit, or
1 Debate, or a Medical
Diatribe, or to ad~~2~¥ special polemic bias which
might strongly mot i
given member. Open
controversial que s~ ~
certainly be addressed in a
literary style but
rs have seemed to agree
tacitly that thi s
rganization is generally not
the place to air
A second obv i
p tion, rarely mentioned, has
been that our labo
~ indeed be our own and the
materials not plag "
In these days of Senators,
who are caught c r ·
~ tions, of the noble
profession of Med i c '
t aining members who submit
fabricated resear
ts for publication, dishonest
investment counse 1 _ . y ing savings and loan
officials, and c o
:a
i srepresentation, perhaps it
is worthwhile p utt '
black and white that we do
expect and demand
e integrity of the speaker is
on the line each t "
e comes with a paper. These two
assumptions are giv ens , and to paraphrase the Book of
Common Prayer, u pon
ese t wo commandments hang all the
Law and the Proph e ts.
Since Bill We rner' s d a y , and probably long before
it, upperclassmen (a s Bi l l refers to older members)
have occasiona lly s ounde d sotto voce asides to the
freshmen to the ef f e ct that one should not read a paper
on a SUbject from hi s own vocation (unless he be a
Professor of Engli s h, I suppose), at least not paper
that is clearly dest ined for subsequent inclusion in
books or journa l s o f that vocation.
Papers should not be planned, generally speaking,
which will require v i s u a l aids , slides, motion
pictures, or videotapes. If a paper demands visual
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aids (such as Carl Blegen's paper on the discovery of
Nestor's Palace), it is highly desir~ble that these be
shown, if possible, after the paper ltself has been
read.
The length of your paper should ~e so de~igned,
that when read with the proper elocutlon, artlculatlon,
emphasis, tempo, and dramatic effect it will ~ake at
least 30 and no more than 45 minutes, upon paln,of
evoking loud, stentorian snores from th?se merclf~lly
asleep and shuffling of feet and squeaklng of chalrs
from those suffering otherwise in silence. If you are
asked to prepare a short paper for the budget, or if
you are assigned the preparation of a budget, the total
time required for presentation of the papers should
still fall within the same time frame.
You may elect
to ask other members to present the short papers, or
you may present all of them yourself, but the usual
practice tends to have you prepare at least one of the
papers, and usually to read all of them yourself.
The reading of your paper should occupy your mind
even more than the writing it; many a fine paper has
been ruined by an inadvertently poor presentation.
Some of the grievous faults which have come to light
repeatedly are the dropping of one's voice at the end
of a sentence, or the too-rapid delivery of some
phrases, particularly those with foreign words,
complicated adverbial and conjunctive participles, or
sentences with subject and object too far distant from
one another. Remember, when you read your paper, you
are giving a performance, you are acting a part, you
must project your voice to the furthermost recesses of
the auditorium. Take the time to read your paper
several times to yourself, timing the reading, and
practicing the proper pauses and emphases, so that your
delivery will do justice to the written word. Having
begun to suffer from that common affliction of the
aged, a mild degree of deafness, I cannot emphasize too
much the importance of this dictum.
Travelogues and vacation trips tend to have the
s ame effect at the Club House that home movies and
v ideos have at home on their captive audiences, and
they should mostly be eschewed. Do not bore your peers
with a deadly account of a trip including the
i tinerary, replete with times of departure and arrival
weather reports, details of menus at unmemorable though
prestigious restaurants, the hazards involved in the
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disposal of excretory effluents, and other mundane
trivia of supreme indifference to that portion of your
audience who might yet remain awake. If you must write
of a trip, make sure you are writing a literary account
of a specific dramat ic or a unique participatory aspect
of it, and it might be worth asking yourself if it
would still be interest ing to you if someone else had
made the trip and was reading it to you.
It also is widely agreed that giving a book report
does not receive a passing grade, no matter how
enthralling the book may be, in lieu of original,
creative thoughts.
If the book provokes a literary
effort of your own, entailing some extensive quotations
from the book, which serves only as a framework for
your own compos ition, objections would be withdrawn.
Many fine papers have been presented about books and
their authors so wide latitude still prevails in this
area.
One stipu lation that should be made by fiat is the
one that tells you to never, never, never read a paper
at the Literary Club which has previously been read or
published or performed elsewhere.
An important requirement that must be mentioned is
that the paper must be complete at the reading, with no
ad lib additions, and a copy left with the Secretary at
the time of delivery, with the name and address of the
author appended at the end, along with the date of
reading, which makes it much easier for the
professional typist, who prepares the manuscripts for
binding in the permanent bound volumes for our
Archives, to complete her work, and to return the copy
to the writer subsequently. Another tradition which
somehow escaped my knowledge has been written about by
Jim Elder as follows:
"titles are not used within the
confines of the clUbhouse. Judge Kranz should be
addressed as 'Lieder' and Doctor Dover as 'Ben'. This
is a subjective as well as an objective requirement.
By that is meant that Doctor Dover should not sign his
paper with an MD after his name nor should Professor
Jones append a string of letters to his name, even
though he may be very proud of everyone of them".
I
must leave this matter to older heads in the membership
to confirm or deny.
Members who wish to volunteer a contribution to a
Budget Program, which is scheduled for the last Monday
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of each month, can do so by leaving a copy of the work
in the Budget Box in the main hallway. This may be
anonymous or signed at the author's wish.
It would be
wise to mention that it has been left in the box to the
Clerk or the Secretary, since this old custom has
tended to get lost in recent years.
One tradition needs to be mentioned in passing;
smoking is not permitted during the reading of a paper.
Since the number of smokers has become severely
curtailed by the sociomedical pressures so correctly
put upon us, this interdiction is not so difficult to
come by.
It has been also traditional to p~ss ciga~s
at the Anniversary Dinner but whether.that s so thlS
time or not the after dinner smoke wlll stlll be
permitted at least this year and you may smoke during
the reading of this paper.

7

There may be further unwritten rules which have
not come to my attention, or which I have forgotten, or
which I subconsciously disapprove of and therefore
deliberately suppress, but I feel sure that my fellow
members will lose no time in calling to my attention my
dereliction, and will go out of their way to bring such
rules to you.
Now that some degree of light has been shed upon
the unwritten matters, a little comment is appropriate
about them. All of the above tend to serve a useful
purpose, and have some underlying good sense, and are
deserving of being maintained in my opinion, but in the
same breath I hasten to add that the rules are
sometimes more honored in the breech than in the
observance thereof.
There was one instance in which one of our
nationally renowned physicians read his paper on the
ethical problems involved in establishing brain deatn
in acci~ent vict~ms whose organs have been, by their
own cholce, destlned for transplantation into others.
He ~poke of the need for appropriate laws by the state
legls1ature to cl~rifY this problem. His effort was
~lmost surely deslgned to be published in a medical
J~urnal as,a leading editorial, and hence violated the
flrst law In,seve:al ways, but the gravity of the
problem and lts WIdespread application to all of us
r 7gardless of our occupations led to its acceptance
wlthout, as far as I know, any objections.
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One honored jurist presented a paper on prisons
and his ideas about their use and abuse, with a
beautifully written apolog i a for his attempts to reduce
commitment to prisons, a stand that had earned him
complaints of being "soft on crime". It is my
understanding that he did receive some criticism
afterwards, which I bel i e v e l ed him to resign from the
Club; we lost a valuable ember and a good friend as a
result. This is an example , I think, of the
inadvertent harm which can f ollow the reading of a
vocational paper at the wrong podium.
Some decades ago the eminent publisher of a
prestigious Cincinnat i
rning newspaper, whose name
shall remain nameless , presented "A Vacation Trip to
Mexico", which proved to be of such elephantine
dullness as to bring e
eaning to the words prosaic,
humdrum, and unimag inative. To make matters worse he
included colored sl ides of this melancholy trip, from
the quality of which
e audience quickly came to
understand that he h a d not taken them himself but had
purchased them at s o e corner apothecary.
In reporting
on this paper later
e Club Secretary could have
quoted from Hamlet
eary, stale, flat, and
unprofitable" but he contented himself to reporting
only that "Mr. X read a paper on a trip to Mexico.
It
took 45 minutes". This member succeeded in
controverting three unwr itten rules at one time:
a
travelogue of a vacation trip incorporating visual aids
during the reading of the paper.
Older members will recall the Chairman of the
Board of a very successful Cincinnati grocery firm,
making his maiden presentation one Monday night, who
stumbled so over t h e f i rst few sentences of the paper
that he soon conv i nced his audience that he not only
had not written the paper he was presenting but that _he
had not even read it before the presentation.
It is
said he did not attend any further meetings but whether
he resigned or not I have not been able to ascertain.
We can also boast of one President of the
University of Cincinnati who read a well-constructed
and thoughtful paper dwelling on the current problems
in American education, which was well-received by his
audience. The fly in that ointment was that the paper
had appeared in several university alumni magazines at
least three months before the Literary Club
presentation, and they had been repr i nted from its
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first publication over a year before that. He
subsequently left his position here and moved to
sunnier climes and went barefoot in clover.
Many of us remember a gifted professional
journalist, who was known to be a talented writer ~ro~
his previous efforts, but who perhaps had fallen v1ct1m
to John Barleycorn, and on one Monday night appeared
with a motion picture projector, sound equipment, and
screen, and proceeded to show a corporate public
relations film of the life and times of the former
Chairman of the Board of a larger cincinnati department
store, which he had helped produce, in place of a paper
which he somehow could not quite get around to writing.
I am told that he received an official letter from the
Board of Management advising him that this was "never
to happen again". He later moved away and his further
history is unknown to me.
sometimes psychological obstacles have arisen to
interfere with the orderly course of Club events,
occasionally humorous but rarely involving greater
individual distress, such as that of one respected
member whose marriage of many years suddenly broke up
by his wife leaving him. He then wrote a paper
describing this event, apparently in such detail that
when read by his children he was informed by them in no
uncertain terms that he could not read that paper
before the Club. He was unable to meet his appointment
and a sUbstitute paper was read i n his stead. He also
was lost to resignation but we can report that the
marriage did reunite.
Of course, these few "horror stories" are included
here mainly to impress our freshmen with the fact that
our members are after all only human and subject to
err, just as you and I, and that they are not
necessarily expected to submit essays to rank with
Macaulay or Elia or Emerson, nor fiction to rival o.
Henry or Mark Twin or Saki, nor travelogues for that
matter to equal that of Marco Polo. Happily for us
a ll, many of your papers will be truly gifted beyond
y our own expectations; you will surprise yourself with
c ertain unsuspected talents and you will come to take
gr eat pride in occasionally making a tenstrike to the
adulation of your peers.
'
Perhaps the greatest force which has kept this
Club so strong and longlived has been its very
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diversity, and the relative l ack of tramm 7ling written
rules. The members have seemed to recogn~ze how
stultifying it can be for or9anizations to fall prey to
increasing rules and re~~at~on ~, and by-Ia~s, leadlng
to narrowed horizons , I
ted f~elds of act~on, and
stunted growth. Th is is by, I am sure, that the
"unwritten rules" of
e Literary Club have remained
unwritten for so long,
I stand guilty of exposing
to the light of day their general nature. I remain
confident however, tha
ch of what has been written
or spoken'of the unwri
rul es will be accepted in
the vein in which it as arisen. It all centers on
maintaining a core of
n courtesy, respecting the
thoughts of others whi
retai ning the right to
disagree politely, e n
ging the freedom of
expression while ins is ·
that we abide in civility,
avoiding deliberate pro ocation in favor of gentle
suasion. The essence
0 r unwritten traditions is
implied in the word ,
-ti es, that which promotes
social courtesies, pleasantri es, and civilities_ I
have devoted much tho
t to these matters, especially
since hearing a recen
per in which the reader wrote
of the quality of 0
papers, discussed the subjects
which should be c onsi ered in our productions, gave us
his criteria for j
g - 9 whether they are good or bad,
and then so that there would be no room for doubt, he
appended his list of the twenty best papers, and their
authors, that he co ld remember in his time as a
member. I recal led at that point one other rule that I
have not touched upon wh ich is that the Secretary is
the only member spec ifi cally authorized to critique in
writing, the papers in his monthly report to us. I'
hope that our members wi ll not adopt this practice of
writing their own personal lists of favorites, but will
acquaint the authors of their high regard in person in
keeping with the Ameniti es of Listening to a Paper ~s
well as the Ameni ties of Coming with a Paper. PerhaEs
another unwritten rule might be considered to the
effect that we ought not to take ourselves too
seriously in our efforts, mindful as we should be that
this too shall pass away_ Here is a toast to the next
One Hundred and Forty Two Years!

J. Roger Newstedt

